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ABSTRACT

This paper answers the question, “Should the formality of filing with the United States (U.S.) Copyright Office by foreigners be required in order for works produced by foreigners to receive statutory damages?” To this end, this paper will demonstrate that the relevant separate topics (as explored in each chapter of this paper), when individually presented, cannot answer the question posed; however, when combined, as Aristotle said, “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” This paper argues that registration by foreign copyright owners should not be required, in line with the Berne Convention, of which the U.S. has been a member since 1989. This issue—the formality of registration with the U.S. Copyright Office not being required by foreigners in order to be eligible to receive statutory damages—was addressed by the Second Circuit in 2009 in Football Ass’n Premier League v. Youtube, Inc. This paper also explores a missed opportunity in the Fourth Circuit in 2005—Greer v. Krause Publications, Inc.—that could have been the first opportunity to address this issue, four years before the Football case.
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INTRODUCTION

The research method for this paper was internet-based—that is, searching the internet for explanations for each individual topic. Chapter 1 explains U.S. copyright law. Chapter 2 explains copyright infringement under U.S. copyright law. Chapter 3 analyses and compares U.S. copyright infringement and the Berne Convention. Chapter 4 examines the Berne Convention in relation to nationality. Chapter 5 discusses “turning Japanese” and a potential missed opportunity before the Fourth Circuit in relation to the formality of registration with the U.S. Copyright Office vis-à-vis eligibility for statutory damages. Chapter 6 concludes the paper.

CHAPTER 1: U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW

What is U.S. copyright law in 2023? Ab initio, it should be noted that, in 2023, “[t]here is a degree of overlap between [the legal protections afforded to] design ..., copyright, and trademark, and the rights are not mutually exclusive.”1 Both copyright protection and design patent protection are possible when “an ornamental feature of an article of manufacture can be separated from the underlying useful article.”2 Also, both copyright protection and trademark protection are possible when “there is a copyrightable work acting as a source identifier[,] for example[,] logos and product packaging.”3 Therefore, copyright has potential protection within all the intellectual property categories with the exception of trade secret law. (The intent behind trade secret law is that only the owner actually knows the trade secret,4 the opposite of the public disclosure requirements of copyright, patent, and trademark law).5

American copyright law can trace its roots to the late 15th century and the printing press.6 As the use of printing presses grew, “authorities sought to control the publication of books by granting printers a near-monopoly on publishing [the ability]

---

2 Id.
3 Id.
to publish [...] in England.” The Licensing Act of 1662 cemented copyright monopoly in England and established a register of licensed books to be administered by the Stationers’ Company—a group of printers with the authority to censor publications.8

The Licensing of the Press Act of 1662 ended in 1695 and allowed the government to arrest control from the Stationers’ Company.9 In 1710, English Parliament enacted the Statute of Anne to address the concerns of English booksellers and printers.10 This Act gave authors copyright ownership for a term of 14 years and, assuming the author was alive upon expiration, made copyright renewable for another 14 years.11

By protecting the interests of authors and preventing a monopoly controlled by booksellers, the Statute of Anne created a book sellers’ public domain for literature where a copyright owner no longer controlled a work’s use after the term limits expired or if the work was sold.12 Though the Statute of Anne created author copyright, there was only a marginal benefit since sale to a publisher was necessary if the author was to be compensated for their work.13

In the 300+ years since the passage of the Statute of Anne, U.S. law has broadened the scope of copyright by changing the term limits of copyright protection and addressing new technologies.14 According to the U.S. Copyright Office, “Copyright is a type of intellectual property that protects original works of authorship as soon as an author fixes the work in a tangible form of expression.”15 A work is fixed when it is in “any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which [the work] can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.”16 Further, “there are a lot of different types of works, including paintings, photographs, illustrations, musical compositions, sound recordings, computer programs, books, poems, blog posts, movies, architectural works, [and] plays.”17

In addition to the fixation requirement, there is an originality requirement.18 In Feist v. Rural, the U.S. Supreme Court held that “the requisite level of [originality and] creativity is extremely low; even a slight amount will suffice.”19 Nonetheless, “some works do not meet that low standard. For example, the white pages section of a phone book does not have enough creativity to be copyrightable.”20 Independent creation is

---

7 ALLEN KENT & HAROLD LANCOUR, COPYRIGHT: CURRENT VIEWPOINTS ON HISTORY, LAWS, LEGISLATION (1972).
8 Id.
9 Id.
10 Copyright Timeline, supra note 6.
11 Id.
12 Id.
13 Id.
15 What is Copyright?, U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, https://www.copyright.gov/what-is-copyright/ (last visited Mar. 1, 2023) (hereinafter What is Copyright?).
17 Id.
just that: you did it by yourself—that is, you did not copy it. However, “[t]here are some things ... that are not creative, [such as] titles, names, short phrases, and slogans; familiar symbols or designs; mere variations of typographic ornamentation, lettering, or coloring; and mere listings of ingredients or contents.” Further, “copyright protects expression, and never ideas, procedures, methods, systems, processes, concepts, principles, or discoveries.”

A work is fixed when it is captured (either by an author or under the author’s authority) in a sufficiently permanent medium such that the work can be perceived, reproduced, or communicated for more than a short time. For example, a work is fixed when you write it down or record it.

The U.S. Constitutional basis for copyright law can be found in Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8 of the Constitution. Congress passed the first federal copyright statute in 1790, President George Washington signed it into law, and, since then, it has been continually updated. The moment an individual creates an original work and fixes it (e.g., snaps a picture, writes a story, or records something musical), they are the author and the owner.

U.S. copyright law provides copyright owners with exclusive rights to reproduce their work in copies or phonorecords; prepare derivative works based upon their original work; distribute copies or phonorecords of their work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership or by rental, lease, or lending; perform their work publicly if it is a literary, musical, dramatic, or choreographic work, a pantomime, or a motion picture or other audiovisual work; and display their work publicly if it is a literary, musical, dramatic, or choreographic work, a pantomime, or a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work. Exclusive rights also applies to the individual images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work and, if the work is a sound recording, public performances by means of a digital audio transmission.

However, certain statutory exceptions exist. Exceptions include fair use (i.e., how copyrighted resources can be used in scholarship, research, comment, criticism, teaching, and news reporting); library use (i.e., specific exceptions for libraries and

---

22 Id.
23 Id.
24 U.S. Const. art I, § 8, cl. 8.
26 See Copyright Timeline, supra note 6.
29 Id.
31 Copyright and Scholarship: Fair Use, Boston College Libraries (Feb. 16, 2022), https://libguides.bc.edu/copyright/fairuse#:~:text=The%20fair%20use%20of%20a%2C%20scholarship%20or%20research.
32 Id.
archives; right of sale; face-to-face teaching; online teaching; reproduction for the blind or people with disabilities.

Statutory licenses (AKA compulsory licenses) also place limitations on the Copyright Act and relate to certain uses of musical compositions, sound recordings, cable programming, and satellite programming. A statutory license is a "license that allows the use of copyrighted materials without the explicit permission of the copyright owner. In exchange, a royalty is paid to the copyright holder."

The focus of this paper is on U.S. copyright law, statutory damages, and the Berne Convention; thus, copyright length (i.e., how long a U.S. copyright lasts) is not discussed here.

Importantly, although

"[c]opyright exists automatically in an original work of authorship once it is fixed in a tangible medium, [] a copyright owner can take steps to enhance the protections of copyright, the most important of which is registering the work. [Though] registering a work is not mandatory, for U.S. works, registration (or refusal) is necessary to enforce the exclusive rights of copyright through litigation."

Almost exclusively, one cannot make a copyright law claim in any state court: U.S. copyright law is solely a federal issue. However, in Penguin (USA) Group Inc. v. American Buddha, "[t]he United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [] []
asked [the New York Court of Appeals] a question regarding the scope of long-arm jurisdiction [] in the context of a federal copyright infringement action,46 and “the Indiana Supreme Court has found that state courts may ... hear cases involving the Copyright Act if the claims are raised first in a counterclaim.”46 This dispositive issue of whether a state can decide on copyright claims appears to be in a state of circuit split and ripe for decision from the U.S. Supreme Court.47

Without copyright registration, financial recovery is limited to actual damages48 and can be nominal or difficult to prove.49 If a copyright is registered, the owner is entitled to statutory damages and attorneys’ fees. Statutory damages range from $750 to $30,000. In cases of willful infringement, the amount can be up to $150,000.50 Though “courts find willful infringement in just two percent of cases where plaintiffs obtain a favorable verdict.”51

This chapter has introduced the basics of U.S. copyright law without delving into the ultra-extreme complexities of the U.S. copyright law spectrum. The intent was to introduce the basic concept of what U.S. copyright is and draw a clear picture (pun intended).

CHAPTER 2: U.S. COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

“[C]opyright infringement occurs when a copyrighted work is reproduced, distributed, performed, publicly displayed, or made into a derivative work without the permission of the copyright owner.”52 Further, “[c]opyright infringement occurs when the violating party exercises any of the creator’s exclusive rights to the work without permission.”53 Note, “[t]his includes all manners of distribution (selling, broadcasting, performing, etc.), adaptation or other copying of the work.”54 There is a wide spectrum

50 Id.
52 Ben Depoorter, Copyright Enforcement in the Digital Age: When the Remedy is the Wrong, 66 UCLA L. REV. 400, 400 (2019), https://repository.uchastings.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2722&context=faculty_scholarship.
54 Id.
of what constitutes copyright infringement. Examples include illegally downloading music files, uploading someone else’s copyrighted material to an accessible web page, downloading licensed software from an unauthorized site, modifying and reproducing someone else’s creative work without making significant changes, recording a movie in a theater, distributing a recording of a TV show or radio broadcast, including someone else’s photographs on a website without permission, publishing or posting a video with a copyrighted song to a company website, and selling merchandise that includes copyrighted images, text or logos.\

With the advent of the internet in the 1990s, the issue of copyright infringement and digital media was addressed by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA). Importantly, “[t]he DMCA lays out a procedure for removing online material found to be in violation of a copyright without going to court.” The process “starts by sending a notice to the violator’s internet service provider (ISP) or the business that hosts web pages online such as Comcast, Google, WordPress, etc.” The DMCA updated the U.S. Copyright Act to address copyright protections on the internet and to comply with international copyright law—the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances Phonograms Treaty.

The No Electronic Theft (NET) Act 1997 “was passed to help prosecute [v]iolators who copy, share or distribute software, games, movies, music and other intellectual property via electronic means.” “Violators may face fines and jail.” The maximum fine is $250,000 and the maximum prison sentence is three years.

The Family Entertainment and Copyright Act of 2005 is a two-part legislation. First, the Artist’s Rights and Theft (ART) Prevention Act section “adds new criminal penalties for unauthorized recording or filming of motion pictures in a theater.” It is intended to stop bootlegging and unauthorized distribution of ‘pre-release commercial works.’ Second, the Family Movie Act of 2005 establishes limitations on the exclusive rights of copyright holders to prohibit the marketing of and home use of devices intended to edit out scenes of sex, violence, and profane obscenity from motion picture DVDs. This creates a “safe harbor” from copyright and trademark infringement liability for movie filtering technology—such as that currently sold by ClearPlay—that skips over dialogue and scenes deemed offensive but does not create a fixed copy of the altered version.

---

55 Id.
56 Id.
57 Id.
60 Id.
61 Id.
63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
Originality is integral to U.S. copyright law since, “[t]o establish ownership of a valid copyright, a plaintiff must demonstrate that the work is original, and that it is subject to legal protection.” Copyright law protects original works of authorship that exist or could exist in a “tangible medium of expression.” The U.S. Supreme Court has held that originality is a constitutional requirement in copyright law, and it requires independent creation plus a modicum of creativity. However, certain works are not subject to copyright protection, such as logos, business names, or brand names, which might be subject to trademark protection, are not subject to copyright protection, and processes or systems, which might be subject to patent protection and are not subject to copyright protection, and information that is generally known to the public, such as statutes, court decisions, public materials, and other general ideas and concepts, are not subject to copyright protection.

Copyright infringement could be a criminal offense if the alleged infringer’s conduct meets two elements: (1) the defendant acted willfully and (2) the defendant sought commercial advantage or private financial gain. Since this paper focuses on statutory damages, statutory damages are the only remedy discussed here. According to 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2), “[i]n a case where the copyright owner sustains the burden of proving, and the court finds, that infringement was committed willfully, the court in its discretion may increase the award of statutory damages to a sum of not more than $150,000.”

However, it should be pointed out that “[c]opyright owners are eligible [to receive] statutory damages [only] when they register their work with the U.S. Copyright Office ... within three months of publication of the work, or ... before the infringement starts.” Factual copying can be proven by direct or circumstantial evidence, and direct evidence is rare since there is usually no direct evidence of factual copying; therefore, circumstantial evidence is usually relied on. Circumstantial evidence can include proof of access and evidence of a probative similarity between the works or a striking similarity between the works.

This chapter has provided an explanation of what U.S. copyright infringement is, how copyright infringement can happen, and what a plaintiff needs to prove infringement. Also introduced were the basics of statutory damages, modern U.S.

---

67 Id.
68 Id.
69 Id.
70 Id.
74 Id.
copyright laws (the DMCA, the NET, the Family Entertainment and Copyright Act 2005, and the ART Prevention Act) and the tests used by the courts.

CHAPTER 3: COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND THE BERNE CONVENTION

Foreign (i.e., non-U.S.) copyright holders may bring an action for copyright infringement in U.S. courts without having to obtain registration from the U.S. Copyright Office.\(^75\) U.S. citizens, however, must still obtain registration to bring a lawsuit.\(^76\) The Southern District of New York (SDNY) has held that, although the U.S. Copyright Act does not require registration of foreign works to bring an infringement lawsuit, the Act does not apply to the recovery of statutory damages,\(^77\) except in the case of live broadcasts.\(^78\)

The SDNY appears to have sided with the House Report accompanying implementation of § 412 and created new law to this effect:

“Section 412. Registration As Prerequisite To Certain Remedies

The need for section 412 arises from two basic changes the bill will make in the present law.

(1) Copyright registration for published works, which is useful and important to users and the public at large, would no longer be compulsory, and should therefore be induced in some practical way.

(2) The great body of unpublished works now protected at common law would automatically be brought under copyright and given statutory protection. The remedies for infringement presently available at common law should continue to apply to these works under the statute, but they should not be given special statutory remedies unless the owner has, by registration, made a public record of his copyright claim.”\(^79\)

The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (commonly known as “the Berne Convention”) was adopted in 1886.\(^80\) The impetus for the Berne Convention was that “[i]t was difficult for creators to protect their rights in


\(^76\) See 17 U.S.C. § 411 (“no civil action for infringement of the copyright in any United States work shall be instituted until preregistration or registration of the copyright claim has been made.”).

\(^77\) Jeffrey Cadwell, Don’t Get Berned – An Important Limitation on Enforcement of Foreign Copyrights Under U.S. Law, THE TMCA.COM (Aug. 8, 2017), https://www.thetmca.com/dont-get-berned-an-important-limitation-on-enforcement-of-foreign-copyrights-under-u-s-law/#text=Courts%20have%20affirmed%20that%20although%20the%20Copyright%20Act%20does%20not%20require%20registration%20of%20foreign%20works%20to%20bring%20an%20infringement%20lawsuit%2C%20the%20Act%20does%20not%20apply%20to%20the%20recovery%20of%20statutory%20damages%2C%20except%20in%20the%20case%20of%20live%20broadcasts.

\(^78\) Registration of Foreign Works is Required to Collect Statutory Damages, BUCHANAN INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC (Apr. 5, 2011), https://www.bipc.com/registration-of-foreign-works-is-required-to-collect-statutory-damages


other countries during that time because there were no international standards or procedures in existence.”81 And “[the] Berne Convention sought to address this issue by establishing a variety of policies to protect the intellectual property rights and copyrights of creators.”82

While a half-dozen or so copyright-related treaties exist (e.g., the Buenos Aires Convention (1913), Universal Copyright Convention via the Geneva Act (1955) and the Paris Act (1974), the International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (AKA the Rome Convention) (1964), the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (AKA TRIPS) (1995), the WIPO Copyright Treaty (2002), the Marrakesh VIP Treaty (2016), the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (not yet fully ratified), the Berne Convention is “[t]he oldest and most important [copyright] treaty ... ratified by more than 160 countries.”83

Other copyright-related treaties are narrower in scope or serve specific issues only, might be signed by fewer members, and serve overall intellectual property law schemes, such as setting minimum standards, and some treaties have de facto been overridden by later treaties. The Berne Convention stands firm as the authoritative international copyright treaty in full force in over 160 countries.84

“[T]he U.S. ... joined the Berne Convention more than a century after it was drafted.”85 However, Congress “explicitly made the Berne Convention non-self-executing through the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988.”86 This “means that the Berne Convention has no legal effect in the courts of the U.S.; [o]nly the laws passed by Congress to conform U.S. law to the Berne Convention carry any weight.”87

The Berne Implementation Act may be regarded as “a minimalist approach” [amendments to] the [U.S.] Copyright Act only where there is a clear conflict with the express provisions of the Berne Convention [House Report on the Implementation Act of 1988 § (III)(C)].”88 However, it is arguable that Article 5 of the Berne Convention already presents a clear conflict. Article 5(2) of the Berne Convention states, “The enjoyment and the exercise of these rights shall not be subject to any formality.”89

Clearly, registration for statutory damages is a formality because it requires the positive act of actually filing a document with the U.S. Copyright Office. Requiring foreigners to register with the U.S. Copyright Office to be eligible for statutory damages in the event of copyright infringement is an affront to Article 5(2) of the Berne Convention.

Was the ruling by the SDNY correct? Should the SDNY have overruled Congress and pointed out the U.S.’s commitments under the Berne Convention? Would another

82 Id.
84 Id.
85 Osder, supra note 75.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id.
89 Cadwell, supra note 77.
district court in another federal circuit have ruled differently? Why consider the live broadcast exception only and not an exception for all foreign works for all types of copyrights?

Would another district court in another circuit hold differently from the SDNY? Is this issue ripe for a circuit split and subsequent final decision by the U.S. Supreme Court on whether the U.S. is in compliance with the Berne Convention?

Though the facts were different, the Seventh Circuit did touch upon this issue in Rudnicki v. WPNA in 2008—just before the Second Circuit touched upon it in 2009. Therefore, including the Football case, after the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Rudnicki, this makes two federal circuits that have sided with Congress to not allow statutory damages for unregistered items.

In order for the Berne Convention (or any treaty) to be binding on U.S. courts, the treaty would have to be self-executing. However, the Berne Convention is not self-executing:

“[t]he doctrine of non-self-executing treaties, as developed by the Supreme Court in the nineteenth century, struck an appropriate balance between competing rule of law and separation of powers principles. However, the modern doctrine of non-self-executing treaties, created by courts and commentators in the latter half of the twentieth century, distorts that balance. The root of the problem is the ‘intent thesis,’ [which] holds that the intent of the treaty makers determines whether a treaty is self-executing or non-self-executing. This proposition is widely accepted among courts and commentators.”

Further, while the U.S. is free to make any treaty non-self-executing, that does not relieve the U.S. of any obligations it has as a party to a treaty.

---

90 See generally Rudnicki v. WPNA 1490 AM, 580 F. Supp. 2d 690 (N.D. Ill. 2008) (explaining the Plaintiff purported copyright holder filed a copyright infringement suit against defendants, a radio station and others, alleging that they infringed his copyrights on various radio addresses).

91 See generally Football Ass’n Premier League v. Youtube, Inc., 633 F. Supp. 2d 159 (S.D.N.Y. 2009). Plaintiffs brought a putative class action for copyright infringement under the Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C.S. § 101 et seq. Id. Defendants moved for judgment on the pleadings, dismissing plaintiffs' claims for statutory damages on foreign works that had not been registered with the U.S. Copyright Office, and their claim for punitive damages. Id.


95 Id.

If taken at face value, the issue becomes: what was the intent of the signees of the Berne Convention at the time of signing? Reading the WIPO Berne Notification No. 121, the intent seems prosaic:

“Accession by the United States of America”

The Director General of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) presents his compliments to the Minister for Foreign Affairs and has the honor to notify him of the deposit by the Government of the United States of America, on November 16, 1988, of its instrument of accession to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works of September 9, 1886, as revised at Paris on July 24, 1971, and amended on October 2, 1979.

The United States of America has not heretofore been a member of the International Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (“Berne Union”), founded by the Berne Convention.

In accordance with Article 29(2)(a) of the Berne Convention, as revised at Paris on July 24, 1971, and amended on October 2, 1979, the said Convention will enter into force, with respect to the United States of America, on the date indicated in the said instrument of accession, that is, on March 1, 1989.

The United States of America will belong to Class I for the purpose of establishing its contribution towards the budget of the Berne Union. November 17, 1988.”

This announcement welcomes the U.S.’s “accession,” and it appears that the U.S. and the preexisting members intended to be bound by the Berne Convention and nothing else. However, on the matter of the U.S.’s intent, the question becomes, “Why did the United States wait 103 years to join the Berne Convention?”

The answer to that question is provided in the article of the same name: prior to joining, the U.S. was uninterested in engaging with the world copyright stage, except in certain situations favorable to it. Joining the Berne Convention (following a modernization of U.S. copyright law) made clear the U.S.’s intent to join the world copyright stage—albeit with certain stipulations. By refusing to make the Berne Convention self-executing, the U.S. appears to express its wish to maintain a certain degree of control over its obligations by taking “[t]his very guarded stance.” So, the issue now becomes, are you allowed, under international law, to enter into international treaties and cherry-pick what you accede to?

---


99 Id.

The terms “international convention” and “treaty” are effectively synonymous, so the Berne Convention can be regarded as a treaty. As such, guidance on whether member states can cherry-pick what they accede to must be sought from the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties: the “principal authoritative source of the law of treaties ... [I]t provides a comprehensive set of rules on how treaties are formed, how they operate, and how they may be terminated or suspended ... the Convention is sometimes referred to as the ‘treaty on treaties.’”

Although the U.S. signed the Vienna Convention in 1970, the Senate never ratified it. This appears to be another example of the U.S. wanting to maintain a certain degree of control over its obligations. Notwithstanding the U.S. not being a member of the Vienna Convention, the Vienna Convention is a United Nations document and the U.S. is one of the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the Vienna Convention, at a minimum, represents customary international law (i.e., “a general practice accepted as law”), and it appears that the U.S. accepts some of the Vienna Convention as customary international law. As a permanent member, the U.S. has surely voted on matters that in some way or another relate to the Vienna Convention and hence de facto accedes to it.

Thus, the issue becomes does the Vienna Convention allow for cherry-picking of obligations by treaty-member states? The closest analogy to the term “cherry-picking” in the Vienna Convention appears to be “reservation.”

According to Article 2(1)(d) of the Vienna Convention, “reservation’ means a unilateral statement, however phrased or named, made by a State, when signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty, whereby it purports to exclude or to modify the legal effect of certain provisions of the treaty in their application to that State.” In other words, the time for declining any provisions within a treaty is at the time of signing, by making a specific reservation.

Did the U.S. make a reservation regarding the first sentence of Article 5(2) of the Berne Convention, “The enjoyment and the exercise of these rights shall not be subject to any formality”? According to the Senate Consideration of Treaty Document 99-27, 113 (7th ed. 2020).

101 LORI FISLER DAMROSCH & SEAN D. MURPHY, INTERNATIONAL LAW, CASES AND MATERIALS, 113 (7th ed. 2020).


103 DAMROSCH & MURPHY, supra note 101, at 114.


105 The UN Security Council, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS (Feb. 28, 2023), https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/un-security-council#text=The%20Security%20Council%20has%20five%20members%2020%20not%20afforded%20veto%20power.


108 Berne Convention, supra note 80, at art 5(2).
no reservations (AKA cherry-picking) were made at the time of sending to the U.S. Senate;\textsuperscript{109} in fact “Without reservation” and “Ordered to be reported without amendment favorably” are noted\textsuperscript{110} (see Figure 2).

**Actions: Senate Consideration of Treaty Document 99-27**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Senate Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/20/1988</td>
<td>Resolution of advice and consent to ratification agreed to in Senate by Division Vote.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/14/1988</td>
<td>Reported by Mr. Pell, Committee on Foreign Relations, with printed report - Ex.Rept. 100-17. Without reservation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/13/1988</td>
<td>Committee on Foreign Relations. Ordered to be reported without amendment favorably.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/11/1988</td>
<td>Committee on Foreign Relations. Hearings held.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/20/1986</td>
<td>Referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/18/1986</td>
<td>Received in the Senate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2: Senate Consideration of Treaty Document 99-27**

*(the Berne Convention)*

Where is the U.S.’s reservation against Article 5(2), or any reservation about any article within the Berne Convention? Based on the Vienna Convention, the U.S. did not make any reservations when it signed the Berne Convention and the full text—part and parcel—is what the U.S. signed up for when President Reagan himself signed the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988.\textsuperscript{111} Or was it? Article 30 of the Berne Convention allows for making reservations (i.e., cherry-picking), in so far as it limits but does not ban reservations:

> “1. Limits of possibility of making reservations; 2. Earlier reservations; reservation as to the right of translation; withdrawal of reservation
> (1) Subject to the exceptions permitted by paragraph (2) of this Article, by Article 28(1)(b), by Article 33(2), and by the Appendix, ratification or accession shall automatically entail acceptance of all the provisions and admission to all the advantages of this Convention.


\textsuperscript{110} Id.

(2)(a) Any country of the Union ratifying or acceding to this Act may, subject to Article V(2) of the Appendix, retain the benefit of the reservations it has previously formulated on condition that it makes a declaration to that effect at the time of the deposit of its instrument of ratification or accession."

Without making a reservation, which members are expected to make if they have one, members “shall automatically entail acceptance of all the provisions and admission to all the advantages of this Convention.”112 Is the U.S. domestic theory of non-self-executing treaties so powerful that it de facto and de jure overrides its treaty obligations?

An interesting analogy to the Berne Convention is the Jay Treaty of 1794 between the U.S. and the United Kingdom (“U.K.”).113 This treaty is regarded as an in-between treaty; some in Congress regard it as self-executing and others see it as non-self-executing.114 The treaty was non-self-executing since “[t]he actual reason behind the U.S. Congress Slave Trade Act was in fulfillment of America’s obligation [to] the Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation, between His Britannic Majesty and the United States of America, commonly known as the Jay Treaty.”115 That is to say, a domestic U.S. law had to be enacted to actually give effect to the non-self-executing treaty.

The issue of self-executing versus non-self-executing appears to rely on whether funds will be expended from the U.S. Treasury, which requires Congressional approval.116 Whether the Jay Treaty is self-executing or non-self-executing, the Jay Treaty imposed the obligation of neutrality on both the U.S. and the U.K.117 The U.K. violated its neutrality obligation when it aided the American Confederacy during the American Civil War.118 This set the stage for a compensation claim by the U.S. against the U.K., resulting in the Alabama Claims119 and subsequent Treaty of Washington.120 The ensuing arbitration in Geneva, Switzerland, saw the U.K. pay $15,500,000 in gold

112 Id.
116 See Id.
120 Id.
to the U.S.\textsuperscript{121} Worth noting, “Senator Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, the chairman of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, originally wanted to ask for $2 billion in damages, or alternatively, the ceding of Canada to the United States.”\textsuperscript{122} The point is that the U.S. is fully aware of and empowered, with the utmost zeal, in inuring treaty obligations to its benefit.

In a notable 1988 article (coauthored by esteemed copyright scholar Jane C. Ginsburg) on the matter of formalities and statutory damages, it is pointed out that “[t]here are two principal areas in which the new legislation [the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988] has modified the 1976 Copyright Act: the compulsory license for jukebox performances of nondramatic music, and most importantly, formalities.”\textsuperscript{123} Formalities being highlighted as \textit{the most important} change.

This chapter began with a discussion of the registration requirements for foreign and U.S. nationals regarding eligibility for statutory damages. The discussion then moved to U.S. copyright law and the Berne Convention, including analysis of the U.S.’s treaty obligations in general and in relation to the Berne Convention in particular. This chapter identified that the U.S. seems to have cherry-picked its obligations in not waiving the requirement for registration by foreigners with the U.S. Copyright Office in order for them to be eligible for statutory damages in the event of copyright infringement.

\section*{CHAPTER 4: THE BERNE CONVENTION AND NATIONALITY}

What does the Berne Convention say about nationality? According to Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention, “Authors who are not nationals of one of the countries of the Union, but who have their habitual residence in one of them, shall, for the purposes of this Convention, be assimilated to nationals of that country.”\textsuperscript{124} Therefore, in reading this alone, if an author has their habitual residence in a Berne Convention member country, for purposes of the Berne Convention, the author is a national of that country.

As will be established in Chapter 5, the author of this essay, Gregory Gerard Greer, was a U.S. citizen/national in 1991, then a Japanese resident from 1998 to June 2004. Mr. Greer was considered “habitually resident” in Japan. However, one can interpret “Authors who are not nationals of one of the countries of the Union” to mean Mr. Greer was a national of one of the Berne member countries (i.e., the U.S.) in 1991, and that Mr. Greer could not also be a national of Japan pursuant to Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention from 1998 to 2004. In other words, Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention does not apply to Mr. Greer.

To borrow from trusts and wills law, which often draws from civil procedure, one can have both a domicile and a residency.\textsuperscript{125} Further, according to the International

\begin{footnotes}
\item[121] Id.
\item[123] Ginsburg & Kernochan, \textit{supra} note 100.
\item[124] Berne Convention, \textit{supra} note 80, at art 3(2).
\end{footnotes}
Law Commission, “[d]ual nationality is ... the consequence of conflicts of laws.”

Mr. Greer’s domicile might have been the U.S. state of Maryland because Mr. Greer owned property there, but Mr. Greer’s residency was Japan. Mr. Greer arguably had dual nationality and hence a viable claim to Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention. Indeed, thanks to the 1971 and 2003 Conventions between Japan and the U.S., Mr. Greer was not required to file any U.S. state income tax return because Mr. Greer was not resident in any U.S. state while resident in Japan. Additionally, since Mr. Greer’s salary was well under the then roughly $80,000 foreign earned income threshold, he was not liable for any federal income tax. Further, Mr. Greer, as an Alien Resident Card holder, was allowed to use the Japanese citizens’ queue whenever returning from a foreign country to Japan. Mr. Greer, as a resident of Japan, was able to own a bank account in Japan and use a inkan shoumeisho (personal signature seal) registered and recorded with the local city hall, enabling Mr. Greer to engage in all the normal business transactions of any Japanese citizen. Mr. Greer was issued a Japanese National Health Insurance Card stating Mr. Greer was covered under Japan’s National Health Insurance system as a Japanese resident (see Figure 3). After another four years (i.e., after 10 years of good behavior while a temporary resident) in Japan, Mr. Greer would have been eligible for permanent residency in Japan.


128 Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income, supra note 127.


130 Toshihiko Yamamoto, Do You Need an Inkan (Seal, Name Stamp) to Buy a Property in Japan?, YAMAMOTO PROPERTY ADVISORY (June 12, 2019), https://www.toshihikoyamamoto.jp/do-you-need-ikan/.


The foregoing shows that Mr. Greer was a Japanese resident, not a U.S. resident. The issue now turns to whether, on this basis, Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention applies to Mr. Greer. Mr. Greer argues that Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention does apply.

Nowhere in the Berne Convention does it declare that if one is a dual national, one cannot avail themselves of their current nationality. In an attempt to reach a definitive and authoritative answer on this matter—that is, whether Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention applies to Mr. Greer—the author contacted WIPO, which administers the Berne Convention. WIPO’s response (including Mr. Greer’s/the author’s initiating “ticket”/inquiry) is reproduced below.

Re: [Ticket#6023029556] WIPO Contact Form: Copyright and Related Rights
(05.04.2023 05:51:04)

Contact Center <contact.center@wipo.int> to me

Dear Gregory,

Thank you for contacting us.

WIPO’s role in the field of copyright consists in assisting governments in developing IP laws and standards and in providing a discussion forum for our Member States. Please note that WIPO has no operational role in the enforcement of IP rights. As IP protection falls under national legislation, relevant enforcement provisions are taken

at the national level. Accordingly, since your case concerns a private legal matter, WIPO is unfortunately not in a position to assist you. We suggest you consult a practicing IP lawyer or your national IP office for assistance with your case.

You may find the following information useful:

- In the majority of countries, and according to the Berne Convention, copyright protection is obtained automatically without the need for registration or other formalities. Most countries nonetheless have a system in place to allow for the voluntary registration of works. Such voluntary registration systems can help solve disputes over ownership or creation, as well as facilitate financial transactions, sales, and the assignment and/or transfer of rights. Please note that WIPO does not offer any kind of copyright registration service.
- FAQs on Copyright
- Understanding Copyright and Related Rights
- WIPO Lex database for information on current laws in a given country

Thank you for your understanding.

Best regards,

Annaïg

Contact Center | World Intellectual Property Organization | T.+41 22 338 9111 | www.wipo.int | Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. (CET)

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Flickr.

Women and intellectual property
Accelerating innovation and creativity
World Intellectual Property Day
April 26, 2023
wipo.int/ipday #WorldIPday

05/04/2023 06:00 - Gregory Greer wrote:

**Topic:** Copyright and Related Rights  
**Sub-topic:** Copyright and Related Rights  
**Question:** In 1991, I owned the copyright to a picture in the U.S. and I was a U.S. citizen/national. From 1998 to 2004, I was habitually resident in Japan. While in Japan, a publisher infringed my copyright in the U.S. and made over one million copies of my picture.
Yes, I was a U.S. citizen/national in 1991 and to this day, but can I take advantage of Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention and claim (or choose? or be assimilated to?) Japanese nationality and make a claim as a Japanese national?

...since your case concerns a private legal matter, WIPO is unfortunately not in a position to assist you” is exactly the Mr. Greer was expecting. (It is worth mentioning that Mr. Greer subsequently contacted two intellectual property law firms in the U.S., as recommended by WIPO, but neither firm responded. Perhaps this question was over their heads? Counsel was sought, payment was offered, and even then, two U.S.-based intellectual property law firms did not, or could not, respond.)

The answer as to whether Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention applies to Mr. Greer, or any other similarly situated individual, has yet to be adjudicated in the U.S court system. Similar to how the U.S. cherry-picks what it wants to follow from a treaty, it appears Article 3(2) may or may not apply to Mr. Greer—and that is exactly the decision a federal court would need to make. At the time of writing, Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention does not apply to Mr. Greer (or any other individual similarly situated).

No U.S. federal court has ruled on Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention. Article 3(2) remains an open question in the U.S., and arguably falls within the arena of conflict of laws. Nonetheless, for the purposes of this paper, Mr. Greer declares his Japanese nationality from 1998 to 2004 under Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention. Any reading of this Article 3(2) as not applying to Mr. Greer is a matter of personal opinion, not a matter of law—“[t]hat which is determined or ascertained through the use of statutes, rules, court decisions, and interpretations of legal principles.” This issue is ripe for judicial review.


CHAPTER 5: TURNING JAPANESE

In 1980, the English pop music group the Vapors produced the song “Turning Japanese.” The song begins quite appropriately with “I’ve got your picture”—a copyright-protected item from the moment it is snapped.

In 1991, while a student at the University of Maryland, College Park, Gregory Gerard Greer (the author of this paper) formed the sole proprietorship Montgomery Banknotes and ran an ad in Coins magazine (see Figure 4). The ad (see Figure 5) ran for six months. One hundred or so orders were received, allowing for a little income and some unique tax deductions.

Figure 4: Coins Magazine Cover Page (December 1991)

137 Id.
139 See infra Figure 4. At the time, Coins magazine was published by Krause Publications, Inc.
Figure 5: Montgomery Banknotes’ One-Inch Ad on Page 100 of **Coins** Magazine

In 1998, Mr. Greer was accepted to the 1998 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program, after which he was hired by Japan’s then-largest law firm, Nagashima & Ohno (now Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu). Mr. Greer returned to the U.S. in 2001, though his visa for residence in Japan was still valid until June 9, 2004 (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Gregory Gerard Greer Alien Resident Card, Proving Residency Status Until June 9, 2004

---


Mr. Greer was “habitually resident” in Japan from 1998 to 2004; therefore, according to Article 3(2) of the Berne Convention, he was a Japanese national.\footnote{142 Berne Convention, \textit{supra} note 80, at art 3(2).} For the purposes of the Berne Convention, Mr. Greer had turned Japanese.

In 2002, while perusing hobby magazines at a Tower Records store in Rockville, Maryland,\footnote{143 Tower Records, 1601B Rockville Pike (Congressional Plaza), Rockville, MD; \textit{see Goodbye Tower Records} (illustration), https://www.flickr.com/photos/whatafarce/315221029 (last visited Mar. 15, 2023) (this store has since closed).} Mr. Greer noticed the picture that he had commissioned on a work-made-for-hire basis (see Figure 7)—and which had been used in the aforementioned ad run in \textit{Coins} magazine (see Figure 5)—appeared in three separate publications: \textit{World Coin News}, \textit{Numismatic News}, and \textit{Bank Note Reporter} (see Figures 8 to 13; infringed picture indicated with a red circle). All three publications were published by Krause Publications, the publisher of \textit{Coins} magazine.
Note: Mr. Greer, as the sole proprietor of Montgomery Banknotes, hired the University of Maryland Photography Shop and secured a signed, written agreement in advance of the work starting. This work made for hire resulted in the author’s creation of the picture “3 World Banknotes” (see Figure 14) in 1991. The above confirmation of work made for hire was sourced by Mr. Greer and formed part of his submissions to the Fourth Circuit in *Greer v. Krause Publications*. 
Figure 12: Bank Note Reporter Cover Page

Figure 13: Infringing Page in Bank Note Reporter

Figure 14 shows the original 5" x 7" picture commissioned by Mr. Greer on a work-made-for-hire basis. This was a carefully selected batch of Southeast Asian bank notes (the top note from Laos, the middle note from Cambodia, and the bottom note from Indonesia). Notice how the acetate currency holder is reflected. The intent was to show “3 World Banknotes” “held in acetate currency holder” (see Figure 5).
Figure 14: The Commissioned (Work Made for Hire) Picture, Titled “3 World Banknotes”

Figure 15 shows the back of the hardcopy printed picture, which was eventually retrieved from the infringing publisher (as part of a settlement).
An employee of the infringing publisher had handwritten “Montgomery Banknotes” and “12-91” on the back of the picture. This shows that the publisher knew this picture was owned by Montgomery Banknotes—the sole proprietorship of Mr. Greer.

Mr. Greer sought counsel in the U.S. and sued Krause Publications in the Eastern District of Virginia’s “rocket docket”144 (see Figure 16).

---

Krause Publications did not defend the case and lost by default.\footnote{Greer v. Krause Publications, Inc., No. 1:2004cv01327 (4th Cir. E.D. Va. 2004).} All the “normal” issues of U.S. copyright law were pursued, save for statutory damages; because Mr. Greer had never imagined a situation akin to Krause Publications stealing his picture and making over one million copies of it in three of its publications, Mr. Greer had never registered the picture with the U.S. Copyright Office, and Mr. Greer had failed to notice the original infringement within three months as required by U.S. copyright law.\footnote{See What Are Statutory Damages, supra note 72.} Mr. Greer did file the requisite registration to be eligible to file the federal lawsuit as a U.S. citizen, as required by U.S. copyright law\footnote{Cadwell, supra note 77.} (see Figure 17).
Therefore, under “normal” U.S. copyright law, statutory damages were lost. There were three unique infringements—one in Numismatic News, the second in Bank Note...
Reporter, and the third in World Coin News—the infringements were clearly willful, and willful infringement carries a potential of $150,000 per occurrence. Therefore, the potential penalty could amount to $450,000 in statutory damages pursuant to U.S. copyright law.

What about Mr. Greer’s status as a Japanese national? This was a case before the Fourth Circuit in the Eastern District of Virginia’s “rocket docket” in 2004/2005—four years before the SDNY decided in the Football case that registration for statutory damages was not required in order to receive statutory damages for live broadcasting (i.e., where the foreign work is being simultaneously recorded in the country of broadcast while being broadcast in the U.S.). Why is it that live broadcasting gets an exception and impossibility (i.e., often, it is virtually impossible for a foreign national living outside the U.S. to know that their work is being infringed in the U.S. until they actually come to the U.S. and see it in a bookstore or other physical forum)? Why is the only exception live broadcasting? Would the Eastern District of Virginia have taken a different view in 2005, when ruling on Greer v. Krause Publications, if the matter of Mr. Greer’s (potential) foreign citizenship and the consequent issue of impossibility were raised?

Perhaps the Fourth Circuit would have ruled differently in 2005 had Mr. Greer’s attorneys read the Berne Convention. Perhaps Mr. Greer’s attorneys would have made a Berne Convention-based argument for Mr. Greer’s status as a Japanese citizen, as per Article 3(2). What a lost chance. What a missed opportunity. Had this argument been made, and had the Fourth Circuit accepted Mr. Greer as a foreigner, perhaps it would have ruled that photographs, the same as live broadcasting, are exempt from the registration requirement due to impossibility—that is, it was virtually impossible for Mr. Greer to know that Krause Publications was infringing his copyright because none of the three magazines in which the infringement was occurring were sold in Japan. Also, since copyright law overlaps with trademark law, perhaps a trademark-like claim of impossibility was in order. That unique picture was arguably a source-identifying logo of Montgomery Banknotes, because:

> [t]rademarks function as a designation of source or origin. See 15 U.S.C. § 1127 (defining “trademark” to include “any word, name, symbol, or device, or any combination thereof — (1) used by a person ... to identify and distinguish his or her goods ... from those manufactured or sold by others and to indicate the source of the goods, even if that source is unknown”).

Additionally,

---

148 Id; see also supra Figures 9, 11, and 13 of this paper for the willful infringements.
149 See supra Figure 6. As previously discussed in this chapter, Mr. Greer had been habitually resident in Japan from 1998 to 2004, though his visa for residence in Japan was valid until June 9, 2004.
150 Glover, supra note 144.
152 See Copyright Laws and Regulations USA 2023, supra note 1.
154 Id. at 1072.
[a]s the Trademark Trial and Appellate Board has explained:

_The salient question is whether the designation in question, as used, will be recognized in and of itself as an indication of origin for this particular product. That is, does this component or designation create a commercial impression separate and apart from the other material appearing on the label?_155

Due to the fact that Mr. Greer was in Japan (where none of the three infringing magazines were available), it was impossible for him to see the initial infringement within three months. This follows the logic of the famous Chartreuse monks’ case.156 In that case, “the French government [in 1903] appropriated the Grande Chartreuse, and the monks were exiled to Tarragona, Spain where they reestablished their eponymous liqueur manufactory. The French government sold the monks’ distillery at the Grand Chartreuse, along with the Chartreuse trademark, to a group of private investors.”157 In other words, it was impossible for the monks to enforce their trademark, Chartreuse.

What if, instead of a trademark, it was copyright at issue, and the expelled monks had been from the U.S. in 1988 and, upon return to the U.S. in 2023, informed the U.S. Copyright Office that it was impossible to register their copyright with the U.S. Copyright Office, same as it was impossible to enforce their trademark in France? One surefire answer to this question is a personal request to the President of the U.S., who has overriding authority via presidential proclamation.158 The happy ending to that story is that only two monks knew the _true_ formula of Chartreuse liqueur and, same as with the Coca-Cola formula, only two people alive today know that trade secret.159

Returning to Mr. Greer’s case, what an argument that would have been—a foreigner claiming a waiver of the usual registration requirements on the basis of impossibility, and so claiming eligibility for statutory damages for over one million instances of proven copyright infringement. If nothing else, the argument alone would surely have been powerful ammunition at the settlement table. Unfortunately, that argument was never made as Mr. Greer’s attorneys did not think to read the Berne Convention (despite knowing that Mr. Greer had just returned to the U.S. after nearly three years of residing in Japan and that his status as a Japanese visa holder was still valid).

A lesson learned from this incident—and advice to counsel—is to ask your clients if they have any foreign connection. Justice Ginsburg thoroughly discussed the Berne Convention in _Golan_160 for a Berne Convention-related copyright law matter. If your client has been living overseas and has been habitually resident outside the U.S., then, for the purposes of the Berne Convention, your client might be a foreign national and

---
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might have an argument for exemption from the filing requirement for statutory damages, even for copyright items other than live broadcasting. This issue has only been ruled on by the SDNY (Second Circuit) and the Northern District of Illinois (N.D.Ill.; Seventh Circuit).

Another federal circuit may take another view, and the resulting circuit split would make this issue ripe for review by the U.S. Supreme Court. This is not thinking outside the box; the Berne Convention is well entrenched in U.S. copyright law. The Berne Convention is definitely worth arguing in all the federal circuits where this precise issue would be a case of first impression (i.e., every federal circuit except the SDNY and the N.D.Ill.), setting the stage for a circuit split. In fact, assuming that either the Football case\textsuperscript{161} or the Rudnicki case\textsuperscript{162} was decided exactly the same, Greer v. Krause Publications\textsuperscript{163} could have been the first decision on this issue, and the Rudnicki and Football cases would have been that circuit split. The plaintiffs in the Rudnicki and Football cases might have had a ripe appeal ready for the U.S. Supreme Court to rule on. This issue is still a potential circuit splitter and is still an argument worth making.

CONCLUSION

This paper covered five standalone topics: U.S. copyright law, U.S. copyright infringement, U.S. copyright law alongside the Berne Convention, the Berne Convention and nationality, and a potential missed opportunity before the Fourth Circuit in relation to the formality of registration with the U.S. Copyright Office. The author’s intent was to show how the explanatory power of each topic, when explored in isolation, is limited. Taking these five topics as a whole, however, and teasing the interrelationships between these topics, we see a different picture—academically and literally. The literal picture was the author’s creation, “3 World Banknotes” (see Figure 14), made on a work-made-for-hire basis (see Figure 5), that was later infringed in three separate publications, of which over one million copies were circulated.

As previously discussed, Mr. Greer was not eligible for statutory damages; common law damages were the only remedy available, and that remedy was successful. Immediately after filing Greer v. Krause Publications, Krause offered a settlement of $X.\textsuperscript{164} Thanks to the true rocket docket nature of the Eastern District of Virginia, the case was over in three months, and Greer won without the other side defending the case. Greer had sued for $1 million (i.e., $1 per each unlicensed copy of the picture printed). A court does not just hand over such an amount; the winner must prove to the court that the amount is justified. How does one prove that someone making one million copies of a picture equals $1 million in value? Even if full statutory damages had been awarded, the amount—at most—would have been $450,000; however, due to lack of registration, Mr. Greer was not eligible for statutory damages. After losing the case, Krause doubled its settlement offer to $2X. Mr. Greer was advised by his attorney

\textsuperscript{161} See generally Football Ass’n Premier League, 633 F. Supp. 2d 159.

\textsuperscript{162} See generally Rudnicki v. WPNA 1490 AM, 580 F. Supp.2d 690 (N.D. Ill. 2008).


\textsuperscript{164} Id. Mr. Greer signed a confidentiality agreement not to disclose the settlement amount. “X” = the (confidential) settlement amount initially offered by Krause Publications. Id.
to accept this offer and end the matter. Mr. Greer countered and offered to accept $2.5X, which Krause accepted.

What would the outcome have been had Mr. Greer's Japanese citizenship and waiver of registration for statutory damages been argued? As the 2009 Football case in SDNY had not yet been heard, the issue of formalities and the waiver of statutory damages would have been a case of first impression for the entire U.S. federal judiciary, including the Fourth Circuit. Settlement of something near $450,000 (rather than the much lower amount of $2.5X), at least a six-figure number, would have been likely. Krause had lost and the only issue was by how much. That was the time to argue full statutory damages based on the waiver of formalities for foreign nationals. Now that the Second and Seventh Circuits have decided that only live broadcasting qualifies, it will be much harder to make an argument for a waiver (of formalities for foreign nationals) in pursuit of statutory damages for anything other than live broadcasting. Nonetheless, this argument could still be made in another federal circuit. If your client has a similar case—that is, they were outside the U.S. and habitually resident in another country, and it was impossible for them to know their work was being infringed in the U.S. at the time—you might have an argument to make.

In trademark law, a close cousin of copyright law, provisions for impossibility have been made. Why not the same allowance for U.S. statutory damages for U.S. copyright law? In international law, impossibility is allowed in relation. The Berne Convention is a treaty, and it is time for the U.S. formality of registration by foreigners to be completely waived for all formalities, including statutory damages. Perhaps now is the time for a presidential proclamation ordering the waiver of the registration requirement by foreigners to enable them to be eligible for statutory damages in the U.S. in the event of copyright infringement. That would surely be well received by all foreigners to the U.S.—friend or foe—and the U.S. would move closer toward the international player it aspires to be. Now is the time.

After communication with Ralph Oman, Mr. Greer’s first professor at The George Washington University Law School in the Fall 2021 term, Professor Oman, Register of Copyrights from 1985 to 1994, had the following comment on this article:

“Berne is not self-executing in the United States. The statute rules. The U.S. Congress, the Library of Congress, and, presumably, the U.S. Copyright Office would strenuously oppose a weakening of the Section 412 incentive to timely registration. Statutory damages are an ‘extra’ benefit not mentioned in the Berne Convention or offered in any other Berne Convention member country; therefore, the U.S. has leeway in this regard.”

Ralph Oman
Register of Copyrights, 1985 to 1994

---

165 Vienna Convention, supra note 104.